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This paper presents a new type of automaton called a tree pushdown automaton (a bottom- 
up tree automaton augmented with internal memory in the form of a tree, similar to the way a 
stack is added to a finite state machine to produce a pushdown automaton) and shows that 
the class of languages recognized by such automata is identical to the class of context-free tree 
languages. 0 1985 Academic Press, Inc. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Tree languages are frequently used to model computations based on tree (or 
hierarchical) structures. For example, one can use tree structures to model the call- 
ing structure of a set of procedures and functions such as in derivation trees, syntax 
directed translation, and recursive schemes [30, 2, 15, 16, 8, 32, 6, 7, 17, 251. These 
applications of tree language theory frequently use the methods and results of for- 
mal language theory [27, 28, 9, 10, 311. In particular, these applications can be 
characterized using context-free tree languages [27, 28, 12, 11, 71. Other 
applications include the class of macro (or indexed) languages since the class of 
languages generated by the yield of context-free tree languages is the class of macro 
(context-sensitive) string languages [l, 13, 14, 2.5, 9, 11, 26, 271. 
The grammatical [9, 13, 14, 281 and algebraic [ 10, 11, 261 aspects of context- 
free tree languages have been explored fairly extensively and comprehensive 
accounts can be found in [lo, 111. On the other hand the machinery (in particular, 
the type of automaton) needed to recognize any particular language in this class of 
languages has not been studied except for recent concurrent discoveries by 
Guessarian [21,22] and Schimpf [29], who have defined different types of tree 
pushdown automata. The difference between the two types of models (like tree 
automata) is the direction the tree is parsed (top-down by Guessarian and bottom- 
up by Schimpf). 
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This paper presents the type of tree pushdown automaton investigated by 
Schimpf [29] and shows that the class of languages recognized by such automata is 
identical to the class of context-free tree languages. In this model of a tree 
pushdown automaton, a tree (called a tree stack) is associated with each read-head 
of the bottom-up tree automaton, to remember the structure of the input tree 
already scanned. The automaton uses this information as a guide to parse the 
remaining unscanned portions of the input tree. 
This paper is organized as follows: Section II begins by presenting the definition 
of a C-tree and the operators on trees consisting of the notions of subtrees, tree 
replacement, and tree rewrites. Section III presents the definition of context-free tree 
grammars and context-free tree languages, including a normal form for context-free 
tree grammars known as Chomsky normal form. Section IV presents the definition 
of a tree pushdown automaton, and the language accepted by such an automaton. 
Section V shows the equivalence between the class of context-free tree languages 
and the class of languages accepted, by the tree pushdown automata, by showing 
methods of converting context-free grammars to pushdown automata and conver- 
sely. Finally, Section VI provides some concluding remarks. 
II. PRELIMINARY NOTIONS 
2.1. Ranked Alphabets 
A ranked alphabet (sometimes called a stratified or graded alphabet) is a pair 
(L’, r) consisting of an alphabet Z and a rank function r: C-+N (where N denotes 
the set of nonnegative integers). Every symbol 0 in C such that r(c) = n is said to 
have arity (or rank) n. Symbols in Z are called function symbols, where the arity 
denotes the number of parameters the function has and symbols with arity zero are 
also called constants. For notational convenience, a ranked alphabet (Z; r) will 
simply be denoted by C. 
2.2. Tree Domains 
A tree domain D [ 19,201 is a nonempty set of strings over the set of positive 
integers N + satisfying the following two conditions: 
(i) For all d in D, every prefix of d is also in D. 
(ii) For all d in D and every integer i in N + , if d * i is in D, then for all j in 
N + such that 1 <j < i the string d-j is also in D. 
Note that a tree domain provides an addressing scheme which uniquely identifies 
each node within a tree. This is achieved by denoting the root of the tree by the 
empty string E and the ith descendant of a node d by the string d. i. 
2.3. C-Trees 
Given a ranked alphabet 2, a C-tree (or tree for short) is a function t: D-+.X such 
that 
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(i) D is a tree domain. 
(ii) ForalldinD,ifn=J(i(iEN+,d.iED}I thenn=r(t(d)). 
The domain of a tree t is denoted as dam(t) and elements of dam(t) are called tree 
addresses. A node is a pair (d, a) in (D x E), where d is a tree address in D and 
0 = t(d). A node (d, 6) is a feaf if r(a) = 0, otherwise (d, o) is an internal node. The 
set of Zeaf nodes, denoted leaf(t), is the set leaf(t) = {(d, a) 1 (d, a) E t, r(a) =O}., 
Furthermore, given any ranked alphabet C, the set of all finite Z-trees is denoted as 
T z. 
2.4. Trees with Variables 
Let X, denote a set of n variables, where X, = (x1 ,..., x,} (and X0 = 0). Adjoin- 
ing X, to the set of constants of a ranked alphabet C, one obtains a set of all finite 
C-trees with variables in X, which is denoted as T,(X,) (note that T,=T,(X,)). 
Furthermore, given any tree t E T,(X,), let var( t) denote the set of tree addresses in 
t labeled by variables in X,. That is, var( t) = {d 1 (d, xi) E t, xi E X, >. For notational 
convenience, variables xl through x4 will frequently be denoted by x, y, z, and w, 
respectively. 
2.5. Subtrees 
Given a tree t and a tree address din dam(t), the subtree rooted at d in t, denoted 
t/d, is the tree defined by the function consisting of the set of ordered pairs 
{(d’, t(d.d’)) I d.d’cdom(t)}. 
2.6. Tree Replacement 
Given two trees t,, t2 and a tree address d in dom(t,), the replacement of tz for 
the subtree t ,/d, denoted t,[d+ t,], is the tree defined by the function consisting of 
the set of ordered pairs 
((d’, t,(d’)) 1 d’E dom(t,), d is not a prefix of d’} 
u {(d. d’, t,(d)) ) d’ E dom(t,)}. 
2.7. Tree Composition 
Let 2 be a ranked alphabet. Given any tree t E T,(X,) and a sequence of trees 
t, ,..., t, E T,(X,), the composition (or tree addition) of the function t with functions 
t, through t, is the tree defined by the set ordered pairs 
((4 a) I (4 0) E t, o E Z} u {(d. d’, a) 1 (d’, a) E ti, (d, xi) E t}. 
In other words, all occurrences of the variable xi, 1 < i < n, in the tree t, are 
simultaneously replaced by the tree t;. Let the composition of t with trees tl ,.,,, t, be 
denoted as t(t,,..., t,). 
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2.8. Rewrite Rules 
Let Z be a ranked alphabet and n a constant in N. A set P of rewrite rules (or 
productions) is a finite set of ordered pairs of trees of the form (tI, tz)ETr(X,) x 
T,(X,). Each pair (tl , tz) in P is called a rewrite rule (or production) and is denoted 
as t,+t2. Given a set of rewrite rules P and two trees si, s2 E T,(X,), s, rewrites to 
s2 (denoted si =s~ s2) iff there exists a tree t E T,(X,) and a rewrite rule t, -+t2 E P 
such that 
si= t[dtt,(t;,..., t;)] 
and 
s2 = t[d+t,(t{,..., t;)] 
for some sequence of trees t; ,..., n t’ E TL(Xn). In other words, the subtree tl(t;,..., t;) 
of the tree si is rewritten (or replaced) with the tree t2(t;,..., tk) using the rewrite 
rule tl+t2. When the context of P is clearly known, ap will simply be denoted *. 
Furthermore, let Z. + and * * denote the transitive and transitive reflexive closures 
of the relation 3. 
Rewrite rules are presented as general tree operators (in contrast with the section 
on context-free tree grammars) since trees will also be used to describe instan- 
taneous descriptions (or configurations) of a tree pushdown automaton, and the 
actions of the automaton on these instantaneous descriptions will be presented 
using rewrite rules to modify the instantaneous descriptions. One should note that 
using rewrite rules to describe the actions of the tree pushdown automaton 
originates from Guessarian [22]. 
III. CONTEXT-FREE TREE LANGUAGES 
3.1. Context-free Tree Grammars 
DEFINITION 3.1.1. A context-free tree grammar (CFTG for short) G is a 
quadruple (@, Z, P, S), where 
0 is a finite ranked alphabet of nonterminal symbols, 
C is a finite ranked alphabet of terminal symbols, 
P is a finite set of rewrite rules in T,(X,) xT,,,(X,) called productions, 
where m = max{r(y) 1 y E CD} and each rewrite rule is of the form 7(x1,..., x,.&+t 
such that t E T rPuZ(Xrcyj), and 
S is a designated symbol of Qi of rank zero called the start symbol. 
For notational convenience, trees of the form y(x, ,..., xrcy,) will be denoted in vec- 
tor form as y(x). In general, upper case letters such as F, G, H,..., will be used to 
denote nonterminal symbols while lower case letters such as f, g, h,..., will be used to 
denote terminal function symbols, and lower case letters such as a, h, c,..., will be 
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used to denote terminal constants. Depending on the context, G will also be used to 
denote a tree grammar. Furthermore, a sequence of rewrite steps will be called a 
derivation. 
DEFINITION 3.1.2. The language generated by a CFTG G = (@, C, P, S), denoted 
L(G), is the set of trees L(G) = { t E T, 1 S *p* t }. Furthermore, a context-free tree 
language (CFTL) is any tree language generated by a CFTG. 
One should note that unlike string grammars, derivations are not commutative in 
the sense that if t, =s- t2 using a production F(x)+s~, and t2 a t3 using a production 
G(x)+Q, it is not necessarily the case that there exists a tree t; such that t, a t; 
using G(x)+s, and t;a t3 using F(x)+s,. This result is well known and has been 
shown by Engelfriet and Schmidt [12] and Nivat [26]. Furthermore, Engelfriet 
and Schmidt [ 121 (or Nivat [26]) have shown that the set of terminal trees 
derivable from a CFTG is equivalent to the set of terminal trees derivable from the 
CFTG using an 01 (outside-in) derivation (i.e., derivations in which only topmost 
nonterminals are rewritten). 
DEFINITION 3.1.3. Given a CFTG G = (a, Z, P, S) and two trees tl, t2ET0,r, 
t 1 rewrites to t, under an 01 derivation, denoted t 1 ap”’ tZ, iff tl *p t2 such that 
tl = s[d+-F(t; ,... , Ccn)l, t2 = sCd+t(s; ,...> t:(F) )], F(x)+t E P, and for all prefixes d 
of d, when d’ # d, t(d’) $ CD (Note. 4 denotes set exclusion). 
In the remainder of this paper, it will be assumed that all rewrite steps are 01 
unless otherwise specified. Hence, *p”’ will simply be denoted as * unless the con- 
text of P is not explicitly known. In the latter case, ==-g’will be denoted as ap. 
EXAMPLE 3.1.1. Let G1 =(@,.?Z, P, S) be a CFTG, where C= {f, g, a} with 
r(,f) = 2, r(g) = 1, and r(a) = 0; C@ = (S, F}, where r(S) = 0 and r(F) = 1; and 
P = (S+F, F+F, F+ f}. 
I I I I /\ 
ax gx xx 
I 
X 
L(G,) is the set of trees of the form 
i !I n for any g n 2 0. 
a a 
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A sample derivation is as follows: 
S=c-F*F*F=- f 
11 1 /\ 
a g g g g 
I I I I 
a g g g 
I I I 
a a a 
3.2. Chomsky Normal Form 
In a CFTG, there is no “a priori” bound on the size of the right-hand sides of 
productions. Proofs can be simplified if the right-hand side of a production has the 
property that the number of terminal and nonterminal symbols occurring in the 
tree, is bounded by two (as in Chomsky normal form for string grammars [4]). 
Schimpf [29] has shown that one can convert any CFTG into a corresponding 
definition of Chomsky normal form for trees. 
DEFINITION 3.2.1. A CFTG G = (@, C, P, S) is said to be in Chomsky normal 
form (CNF) iff every production p E P is in one of the following three forms: 
(1) p = F(x)+t, where for all do (dam(t) - var(t)), t(d) E @, and Idom(t) - 
var(t)l = 2 (i.e., contains two nonterminal symbols and no terminal symbols). 
(2) p= F(x)-+& where for all dE (dam(t)-var(t)), tic, and (dom(t)- 
var(t)l = 1 (i.e., contains one terminal and no nonterminal symbols). 
(3) p = F(x)-+x, where x E XrcFj (i.e., is an epsilon rule). 
The following theorem from Schimpf [29] (which was proved using methods 
similar to those used in the string case) is given without proof. 
THEOREM 3.2.1. Given a CFTG G = (@, 2, P, S), there exists a CFTG G’ = 
(@I, Z’, P’, S’) such that L(G) = L(G’) and G’ is in CNF. 
COROLLARY. Let CTG denote the class of languages generated by CFTGs and 
C CNF denote the class of languages generated by CFTGs in CNF. Clearly 
C,, = C,,i=~ 
EXAMPLE 3.2.1. Let G, = (@, C, P, S) and G2 = (@‘, C, P’, S) be CFTGs, where 
G, is defined as in Example 3.1.1, @’ = {S, F, 6, S}, where r(S) = r(b) = 0 and 
r(F)=r(g)= 1, and 
P’ = {S-F, F+F, F+ f, d+a, g-g}. 
llIl/\ II 
Lixgxx x xx 
Clearly G, is in CNF and L(G,) = L(G,). 
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IV. TREE PUSHDOWN AUTOMATA 
A tree pushdown automaton (TPDA) operates in the same manner as a standard 
bottom-up tree automaton [3, 8, 32, 311 except that there is an internal memory 
consisting of a finite sequence of trees (called tree stacks), where there is exactly one 
tree stack for each read-head in the bottom-up tree automaton. Furthermore, 
TPDAs correspond to standard (string) pushdown automata [23] in the same 
manner that bottom-up tree automata correspond to finite (string) automata [23]. 
Each tree in the internal memory of the TPDA is called a tree stack since each tree 
stack is treated like a stack in the sense that a TPDA can only read the root of each 
tree stack, and nodes can only be added (pushed) or deleted (popped) at the root of 
each tree stack. 
DEFINITION 4.1. A tree pushdown automaton (TPDA) is a sextuple (Z, r, A, 
??,L k); 
C is a finite ranked alphabet of input symbols, 
r is a finite ranked alphabet of stack symbols, 
0 $ C u f is a reserved symbol of rank 2 denoting a read-head, 
+ # Zv r is a reserved constant denoting the initial tree stack, 
I E r is a reserved constant denoting the empty tree, and 
A: C u Tr(X,)+2r is a partial function called the transition function, where 
m = max(r(y) ) y E I’} and every transition is in one of the following two forms: 
Shift-moves: y E A(a), where CJ EC and r(o) = r(y), 
Reduce-moves: y E A(t), where r(y) = m and t E T,(X,). 
To provide a “snapshot” description of a TPDA, a single tree will be used. Such a 
tree contains the input tree, the read-heads (where the position of the read-heads is 
implied by their relative position in the tree), and the tree stack associated with 
each read-head. Informally, the format of this tree which describes the TPDA is as 
follows: The read-heads (denoted by the special symbol Ci) are inserted into the 
input tree such that the read-heads separate the scanned and unscanned portions of 
the input tree. The scanned portions of the input are nodes occurring in the leftmost 
subtrees of nodes labeled by a read-head while the unscanned portion of the input 
tree are nodes that are ancestors of nodes labeled by a read-head. Furthermore, the 
rightmost subtree of a node labeled by a read-head is the tree stack associated with 
that read-head. 
DEFINITION 4.2. An instantaneous description (ID) of a TPDA M = (C, r, A, 
0, I, i-) is a tree tETzUrUio,+), where 
(i) For all dEleaf(t), there exists a prefix d’ of d such that t(d)= 0; 
(ii) If t(d) = 0 then for all prefixes d’ of d such that d’#d, t(d’)EL’; 
571/30/l-3 
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(iii) If t(d) = 0 then for all did E dam(t), t(dld) E Z; 
(iv) If t(d) = 0 then for all &d E dam(t), t(&d) E Tu { f }. 
Note that conditions (i) and (ii) guarantee that the read-heads “slice” the input 
tree while condition (iv) guarantees that the rightmost subtree of a read-head is a 
tree stack. Hence, for the input tree t’= t(ti,..., t,), where each xi (16 i < m) occurs 
exactly once in the tree t, the instantaneous description t( iJ(t,, t;),..., ??(t,, t;)) 
states that the scanned portion of the input tree associated with the ith read-head is 
ti and its corresponding tree stack is t,! while the tree t represents the unscanned 
portion of the input tree. Furthermore, the initial instantaneous description for the 
input tree t’, denoted id,(f), is the tree defined by the set of ordered pairs 
The above representation of instantaneous descriptions has been purposely 
chosen to allow us to express the transition rules of a TPDA using rewrite rules 
instead of having to present a new relation to describe how instantaneous descrip- 
tions are updated (the notion of using rewrite rules to express transition rules of the 
TPDA originates from Guessarian [27] ). 
DEFINITION 4.3. Given a TPDA D = (C, I’, A, ??, I, + ), the set of rewrite rules 
describing the transition function A, denoted A’, is defined as follows: 
(i) for all YEA(~), where OEC and r(a)=r(y)=O, ??(o, ~)-+Ei(o,y)~A’ 
(Note. A rewrite rule of this form describes a shift (or read) move of the leaf a); 
(ii) for all YEA(O), where OEC and r(a)=r(y)=mal, cr(Cl(~~,x,+~),..., 
??(x,,xz~))-)O(~(X~,...,X,),Y(X,+~,...,X~~))EA’ 
(Note. Each variable xi (1 < i < m) is used to describe how the scanned portion of 
the input tree, associated with the ith read-head, will be manipulated while x,+, 
shows how the corresponding tree stack will be manipulated. Hence, a rewrite rule 
of this form describes a shift move over a node labeled with g, where the m read- 
heads immediately below the node labeled with [T are merged into a single read- 
head and the corresponding m tree stacks are merged together using the stack sym- 
bol Y); 
(iii) for all YEA(~), where r(y)=m and tET,(X,), 0(x,+,, t)-+O(x,,,+i, 
Y(Xl >..., x,))E~’ 
(Note. A rewrite rule of this form describes a reduce move (tree stack update move). 
The variable x, + 1 is used to describe how the scanned input tree, associated with 
the read-head being reduced, is manipulated. Hence a reduce move does not 
advance any read-heads but removes (or pops) the supertree t from the tree stack 
and unites the orphaned subtrees with the new parent y. Since the set of rewrite 
rules A’ (not the transition function A) is used to describe how instantaneous 
descriptions are updated, the remainder of this paper will assume that subsequent 
references to A are actually referencing the corresponding set of rewrite rules A). 
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DEFINITION 4.4. The language accepted by a TPDA M = (C, r, A, 0, I, f ), 
denoted T(M), is the set {t E T, 1 ido( t) a: ??(t, I)}. Furthermore, each rewrite 
performed is called a computation. 
In other words, acceptance occurs as the read-heads can be advanced to the root 
of the tree and the corresponding tree stack is empty. 
EXAMPLE 4.1. Consider the language generated by the CFTG G in Example 3.1. 
Let M= (Z, r, A, 0, 1, + ) be a TPDA, where C= (a, f, g}, where r(u) =O, 
r(f)=2, and r(g)= 1; r= {ci,x &F, S, I, &- >, where r(a)=r(S)=r(l)= 
r(+)=O, r(f)=2, and r(g)=r(F)= 1; and 
A= 0, W), (f, (PI), (g, {g}), (s, {I}), 
(F, {F)), F, is}), (vt {F})). 
I I\ s d x x 
I 
X 
The set of rewrite rules describing the transition function A is the set 
f + I\ 
Y\ 8 
f 
,O% 
5‘ 
X z Y W x”y z’ ‘w 
0 -0 ,n+o 
Y ’ ‘F y’ ‘F x/ ‘F x’ ‘4 
I I I 
&? X ci 
I 
X 
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Clearly, T(M) = L(G). For example, the tree 
,/t 
g 
is accepted as follows: 
I I 
g g 
I I 
a a 
glf\ =+ s.2 
g 
g,f\ * 
g g 
Nf, 
g 
I I I I I I 
g g g g g g 
I I I I I I 
A a * a/‘\+ aAd A - a/‘\+ a Li 8/-_, - ci 
I I I I I I I I 
a B a ci a ri a d 
u 3 cl =E- 
/\ 
f F 
/\ 
??
/\ 
f s 
/\ I 
f I 
/\ /\ 
g gd g g g g 
I I I I I I 
g g g g g g 
I I I I I I 
a a a a a a 
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V. EQUIVALENCE WITH CFTLs 
This section shows that the class of CFTLs is identical to the class of languages 
accepted by TPDAs. This result is true by proving that every CFTG in CNF can be 
converted to a TPDA and conversely. 
5.1. Converting CFTGs to TPDAs 
The method for converting a CFTG in CNF to a TPDA resembles the conver- 
sion used to convert a context-free string grammar in CNF to a pushdown 
automaton where the moves of the pushdown automaton simulate legal derivations 
(for the string case, see [23,5]). However, due to the bottom-up nature of the 
TPDA, the method presented here simulates the inverse of derivations. 
DEFINITION 5.1 .l. Given a CFTG G = (@, C, P, S) in CNF, let the 
corresponding TPDA M= (C, r, d, 0, I, f ), denoted TA(G), be defined where 
T=@uPu (I}, where r(I) = 0, and for each production F(x)+t E P, 
r(F(x)-+t) = r(t(E)), and A is defined by the following four conditions: 
(i) 0(x, S)+O(x, l)cd. 
(ii) Ifp=F(x)+aEP, where aeC and r(a)=O, then 
(a) ??(a, +)-•(a,p)~A, 
(b) ??(a,p)+n(a, F(x))eA. 
(iii) If p = F(x)+f(x’, ,..., x;)EP, where fEC, r(f)=q>O, r(F)=m, and for 
all i, 1 <i<q, x~EX,, then 
(a) f(~(x,, x y+,),..., ??(xy,xzq)) + ??(~(x~,...,x,),P(x~+~,...,x~~))EA, 
(b) 0(x,+,, P(X; ,..., x;))- 0 (x,, I, F(x)) E A. 
(iv) If p=F(x)+t, where r(F)=m and tET,(X,), then ??(x,+~, t)-+ 
??(x m+l>J’(x))~A. 
Note that condition (i) causes acceptance if the tree is derivable from the start 
symbol, condition (ii) simulates the derivation F( t 1 ,..., t,) s= a, condition (iii) 
simulates the derivation F( t 1 ,..., t,) *f( t; ,..., tL), where tj = tj iff x’, = xj, and con- 
dition (iv) simulates the derivation F( t 1 ,..., t,) =z- t( t 1 ,..., t,). Furthermore, con- 
ditions (ii) and (iii) are performed in two steps. The reason for the two steps is that 
a production may rearrange, duplicate, or erase subtrees depending on the 
occurrences of variables on the right-hand side of the production. However, a shift- 
move does not allow such reconfigurations. Hence, a second step (the reduce-move) 
was added to handle these reconligurations. 
LEMMA 5.1 .l. Given a CFTG G = (a, C, P, S) in CNF, the TPDA TA(G) = 
(C, r, A, 0, I, +_ ), any FE @, where r(F) = m, any sequence of trees tl ,..., t, E: To, 
any tETz, and any n> 1: 
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(1) !fF(t 1 ,..., t,) =>; t then id,(t) -2 ??(t, F(t, ,..., t,)). 
(2) @-id,(t) =+ ??(t, F(t, ,..., t,)) then F(t, ,..., s,) =-p* t. 
Proof 1. Base case. F(tl,..., t,) +p a using production p= F(x)-w, where 
UEZ and r(a)=O. Clearly &(a)= ??l(u, -k) ad ??(u, p) ad lJ(u, F(t, ,..., t,)). 
Inductive step. F( tI ,..., t,) ap t’(t, ,..., t,) *“p t using production p = F(x)+t’, 
where n > 0. 
Case 1. t’ET*(X,). Clearly id,(t) ~5 ??(t, t’(t, ,..., t,)) ad ??(t, F(t ,,..., 1,)). 
Case 2. t’=f(x; ,..., xi), where fEC, r(f)=q>O, and for all i, ldi<q, 
xl E X,. Hence t’(t, ,..., tq) =f(t; ,..., tb) and t = f(t/l,..., t/q), where for all i, 1 < i < q, 
ti = ti iff xi=xj. Therefore id,(t) a; f(O(t/l, t;), id,,(t/2),..., id,(t/q)) a: ... +: 
f(O(t/l, t;),..., ??(t/q, t;)) *A ??(t, p(t; ,..., t;)) *A ??(t, F(t, ,..., t,)). 
Proof 2. Base case. ??(u, +) *d ??(u,p) ad O(u, F(t, ,..., t,)), where UEZ 
and r(u) = 0. Clearly F(t, ,..., t,) =+p a. 
Inductive step. id,(t) a; id =ad ??(t, F(t 1,..., t,)), where n > 2 and id is some 
instantaneous description. 
Case 1. id= ??(t, t’(tl ,..., t,)), where t’ET@(X,). Hence F(t, ,..., t,) a,, 
t’(t,,..., t,) *p* t. 
Case 2. id= ??(t, p(t; ,..., ti)), where t’=f(x; ,..., xi), fEZ, r(f)=q>O, and for 
all i, 1 < i < q, xl E X, and if x( = xi then t,! = tj. By inspection of the definition of 
TA(G), id is computable iff id,(t) =S i-l id’, where id’ =-d id using the transition 
f(O(x,, xy+l),..., 0(x,,, xzy))+~(f(xl,..., x,),p(x,+ 1,..., x&). But then it must 
be the case that id’=f(O(t/l, t;) ,..., cl(t/q, ti)). Therefore F(t ,,..., t,) *p 
t’( t, )...) t,) =$ 1. 
THEOREM 5.1.1. Given any CFTG G = (@, 2, P, S) 
TA(G)=M=(C,r, A, Cl, I, -k), L(G)=T(M). 
Proof: By definition L(G) = {t 1 S *p* t, t E T,} 
i&(t) *z lJ(t, I)}. Let toTz be any tree such that 
in CNF and the TPDA 
and T(M)= {t ( tETZ, 
S =p* t. By Lemma 5.1.1, 
idO( t) ==-2 0 (t, S). By the definition of TA( G), 0 (t, S) =- A ??(t, I). Hence t E T(M) 
and L(G) c T(M). On the other hand, let t E T, be an tree such that id,(t) *j 
0 (t, I). By inspection of the definition of TA(G), it must be the case that id,(t) 32 
IJ (t, S) =>d ??(t, I). By Lemma 51.1, S =z-p* t. Hence t EL(G) and T(M) EL(G). 
Therefore L(G) = T(M). 
5.2. Converting TPDAs to CFTGs 
The method for converting a TPDA to a CFTG is straightforward and does not 
need to mimic the conversions typically used to convert a PDA to a context-free 
string grammar [22]. The simplification which allows this straightforward conver- 
sion is that the definition of a TPDA presented here does not have explicit states 
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nor does it have stack lookback (i.e., reference to top of tree stack when shifting, or 
the use of the current top of stack after popping the right-hand side of a production 
off the stack while performing a reduce-move). Hence, instead of having to create a 
new set of nonterminals to capture changes in state, tree stack, and tree stack 
lookback, it is only necessary to capture changes in tree stack (i.e., the set of non- 
terminals of the created CFTG is simply the tree stack alphabet). Further, it can be 
shown that these added conditions do not increase the size of class of languages 
accepted by such automata (see Schimpf [29] for details of the proofs). 
DEFINITION 5.2.1. Given a TPDA M = (C, f, A, 0, 1, + ), let the corre- 
sponding CFTG (r, C, P, -L ), denoted TG(M), be defined such that P is defined by 
the following three conditions: 
(i) If ??(o, +)+Ci(o,y)~A is a shift-move, where FEZ, YET, and r(c)= 
r(y)=O, then y+cr~P. 
(ii) If 40(x,, x,, ,),..., 0(x,,, x2y))-+~(4x,,..., x,), Y(x~+~,...~ G,))EA is a 
shift-move, where (T E Z, y E r, and r(c) = r(y) = q, then y(x)-a(x) E P. 
(iii) If ??(xy+,, t)-) 0(x,+ ,, y(x)) E A is a reduce-move, where y 6 r, 
r(y) = q, and t E T,(X,), then y(x)+? E P. 
LEMMA 52.1. Given a TDPA A4 = (C, r, A, ??, I, * ), its corresponding CFTG 
TG(M) = (r, Z, P, S), any y E r, where r(y) = m, any sequence of trees t, ,..., t, E Tr, 
any t E T,, and any n > 0, 
(1) if id,(t) +-‘J ??l(t, F(t, ,..., t,)) then F(t, ,..., t,) *p* t 
(2) ifF(t,,..., t,) =~-“p t then id,,(t) *: ??(t, F(t ,,..., t,)). 
Proof 1. Base case. id,(t) -A 0 (a, F( tl ,..., t,)). Clearly t(c) = a E C, where 
r(a) = r(F) = 0. Hence F(x)+a E P and F(t, ,..., t,) *p a. 
Inductive case. id,(t) J;- l id *d 0 (t, F(t, ,..., t,)), where id is an instantaneous 
description. 
Case 1 (shift-move). id=f(O(t/l, tl),..., ??(t/m, t,)), where r(f)=r(F)=m. 
Hence F(tl ,..., t,) jpf(t ,,..., t,) =-p*f(f/l, t2 ,..., t,) =sp* _ -p*f(t/l,..., t/m)= t. 
Case 2 (reduce-move). id= Cl(t, t’(t,,..., t,)), where ??(x,+i, t’)+O(xmfl, 
F(x))E A. Hence F(t ,,..., t,) ap t’(t, ,._., t,) *p* t. 
Proof 2. Base case. F(t, ,..., t,) a,, t. By definition, it must be the case that 
??l(a, I)+O(a, F)EA, where t(&)=a~C, FEN, and r(a)=t(F)=O. Hence 
id,(a) *A ??l(a, F). 
Inductive step. F(t, ,..., t,) ap t’(t, ,..., t,,,) *“p- l t. 
Case 1 (shift-move). t’ =f(x), where f~ C and r(f) = m. Hence id,(t) 32 
f(o(t/L t,), id,(t/2),..., ido( =-d* ... ad* f(U(t/l, tl),..., ??(t/m, t,)) *d 
o(t, F(tl,..., t,)). 
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Case 2 (reduce-move). t’ET,-(X,). Clearly id,,(t) =z-: ??(t, t’(tl,..., t,)) aA 
??(t, F(t, >..., t,)). 
THEOREM 5.2.1. Given any TPDA M = (2, I’, A, 0, I, + ) and the corresponding 
CFTG TG(M) = G = (I’, C, P, I), L(G) = T(M). 
Proof: By definition L(G) = (t ) _L =sp* t, t E T,} and T(M) = (t ( id,(t) =z-: 
??(t, I), t E T,}. Let t ET= be any tree such that I *p* t. By Lemma 5.2.1 
i&(t) 32 0 (t, I). Hence t E T(M) and L(G) c T(M). On the other hand, let t E T, 
be any tree such that id,(t) =z-: ??(t, I). By Lemma 52.1, I *p* t. Hence t E L(G) 
and T(M) c L(G). Therefore L(G) = T(M). 
5.3. Equivalence 
Let CTG, GNFy and GPDA denote the class of CFTLs, the class of CFTLs 
generated by CFTGs in CNF, and the class of tree languages accepted by TPDA, 
respectively. 
THEOREM 5.3.1. Cro = CCNF = CTPDA .
Proof: Directly follows from Theorems 3.2.1, 5.1.1, and 5.2.1, which clearly 
shows that 
VI. CONCLUSION 
This paper has presented a new form of automata called tree pushdown 
automata and showed that the power of tree pushdown automata is identical to 
that of context-free tree grammars. The methods shown here resemble the methods 
used to show the equivalence between context-free string grammars and pushdown 
automata, and generalize these results up to trees in a manner similar to the way a 
finite state automaton is generalized to a bottom-up tree automaton. 
This generalization of results about pushdown automata and context-free string 
grammars up to trees extends far beyond what has been presented here. For exam- 
ple, besides showing the results of this paper, Schimpf [29] has also shown that the 
notion of LR-parsers and LR-parser generators [24] also lifts up to context-free 
tree grammars and is the object of a forthcoming paper. Another example is the 
top-down tree pushdown automaton presented by Guessarian [22] which presents 
similar results except that she has lifted top-down parsing methods instead of bot- 
tom-up. Hence, it appears that the results and parsing methodologies for the con- 
text-free string languages, can be generalized to tree parsing techniques. Further- 
more, these results can then be applied to the yield of context-free tree languages 
(see Schimpf [29]) and result in even more powerful machinery which has the 
power to parse the indexed (or macro) languages (see [13, 14, 25]), as well as 
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produce a deterministic parser for a subset of the indexed languages (which is a 
superset of the deterministic context-free string languages and will be the object of a 
second forthcoming paper). 
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